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 Wonderful surgery caring staff who will do everything they can to help you. Amazing 
doctors have already recommended my doctors surgery to my friends. Keep up the 
excellent work. 

 You can't improve. It's an excellent service. 

 Was very impressed with the service I received and the practice is always willing to help, 
highly recommend. 

 Nice doctors who actually care and listen to what you are saying. 

 Possibly to update may be for patients to   sign in on screen depending on cost to install. 

 Being new to the practice I have been very impressed by how friendly and helpful 
everyone has been. 

 Texting patients’ appt times for appointments for doctors and nurses. Over 100 patients 
did not turn up in December 2015! Also that inane TV in reception with patronising and 
overprotective 'nanny state’ information should be turned off. 

 Can’t see how things can change. 

 We find all the staff are really helpful and friendly and the doctors do a fantastic job as 
well we have not had a single issue that we are not happy about keep up the good work. 

 They could improve by keeping to appointment times; I was waiting 3/4 hour after my 
appointment before I saw the doctor & I've waited over an hour on another occasion. 

 Although a very busy Surgery the staffs are the most helpful and accommodating I have 
ever known, including the Doctors and Nurses. 

 Nothing to improve. Only ever had professional service from everyone involved. 
Receptionists are always polite, friendly and very helpful. Drs always seem to have 
genuine care and concern. Always on time so far too. 

 I saw a different doctor this time; I believe she is the locum. She was absolutely lovely, 
really put me at ease and explained everything in great detail. 

 Fab doctors always care about your needs. 

 Lovely helpful warm receptionists and doctors. 

 Every time I phone to make a appointment the women r very helpful n polite. As for 
improvement I think ur on the money as u make ur patients feel like there ur family 
which enable us to feel comfortable we're in safe hands which allows us   to express our 
illness without feeling as though ur being judged. 

 Good staff thats y doing well. 


